
"It has everything I want and nothing I
don't want.

It's certainly a sailing strategy competition 
rather than just a game and you are rewarded 
or punished for your decisions."

RACE THE WORLD

Take the helm of a virtual sailing boat
and test yourself

against hundreds of other sailors 

www.sailonline.org

Web-based application: no installation needed 

Free mobile apps available (Android and iOS)

Fast updates of boat position and weather permits 
constant feedback and minimal lag

Physical and hydrodynamic parameters from real-
world boats are used to create a realistic simulation

Smooth weather interpolation from realtime sources 
(no constant zones)  ensures weather accuracy

Forums for general and technical discussion and race 
proposals

All times are GMT/UTC time to ensure consistency and 
clarity across the global SOL community



"Sailonline.org offers an online yacht
racing experience like no other. Accurate polar 
plots, state of the art weather and real-time 
chat are combined to create the ultimate online 
environment.  Did we mention that it's FREE?  
No extra sails to be purchased, no credits to 
buy..."

Sailonline ("SOL")  is regarded by yachting navigators 
as the premier virtual ocean racing simulation on the 
Internet, with many features that cannot be found 
elsewhere. Both the racing beginner and the round-
the-world sailor will experience the excitement of a 
real race. The old cliché “five minutes to learn, a 
lifetime to master” truly describes Sailonline.
 

Every player must take into account boat 
performance, race conditions, and weather to make it 
to the finish line. The best strategy for combining 
these will win the race, so the platform is also an 
excellent training tool for both aspiring and 
experienced race navigators. 

SOL has been actively running on the Internet for 
many years providing entertainment and excitement 
around the globe with its continuously expanding 
collection of ocean, coastal and lake races, many 
designed and proposed by SOLers themselves.

When partnered with a real world event we can overlay the 
trackers of the real boats onto the virtual race screen for 
added “reality”.

Our fleet of boat designs, from  Viking longships to foiling  
catamarans, is kept up-to-date, and new boat types are 
regularly added.

We offer an unparalleled experience of virtual sailboat-
racing and navigation.

Free. Anyone can play without charge. Just register 
your boat and join a race

Easy to use with an intuitive user interface and an 
easy-to-follow manual to get you started

Day/night/twilight modes add "realism"

Multilingual chatroom where our international 
community helps and welcomes all new players

Proven robustness which results in user confidence

Racing is fair, since no 'extras' can be purchased for 
advantage – true one-design racing

FEATURES


